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What I’ve been doing for the last 40 
years
Since 1980 I have objectively tracked 
the performance of hundreds of 
investment advisers

◦ I have done this by constructing model portfolios according 
to the advice provided by those advisers

◦ Trades are executed at the prices anonymous subscribers 
would be able to act on the advice

◦ Commissions (discount brokerage), dividends, splits, and so 
forth are taken into account

◦ Scoreboards currently are available free of charge at 
www.HulbertRatings.com



Return persistence is the key

y Yes, very few active managers beat the 
market.

y But if those select few can repeat, do we 
care?
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Return persistence at 3-year 
horizon
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Return persistence at 10-year 
horizon
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What’s going on?

y Clearly, randomness and luck are playing a 
big role

y But there’s something more besides, since 
the results are even worse than would be 
expected on the assumption of pure 
randomness



Separating luck from skill
y Notoriously difficult 

to separate the 
relative roles of luck 
and skill

y But several 
researchers have 
come up with 
models for doing so

y One is Michael 
Mauboussin



Mauboussin’s insight

y The speed with which a track record 
reverts to the mean is a measure of the 
role played by luck

y Contrast coin tossing with a game of 
chess



What I found
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Regression to the mean almost 
immediate
y When correlating percentile rank in year 

t with rank in year t+1, across all 
newsletter portfolios for all years since 
1980, the r-squared was 1.7% (n = 
~12,000)

y Only exception came among the worst 
performers
◦ That doesn’t help us very much



Another approach to separating 
luck from skill
y This second approach comes from UCLA 

professor Brad Cornell
y Approach is elegantly simple:

◦ Compare the variance of returns over shorter and 
longer periods among the same group of advisers

◦ Since we’re dealing with the same advisers, the 
greater variance of shorter-period performance 
must be due to luck



Cornell’s finding

y Among large-cap mutual funds, 
“approximately 92% of the cross-sectional 
variation in annual performance is 
attributable to random chance.”

y When I applied Cornell’s methodology to 
investment newsletters, I reached an 
almost identical result: 91.9% is due to 
luck.



Benjamin Graham on luck
y “One lucky break, or one supremely shrewd 

decision—can we tell them apart?—may count for 
more than a lifetime of journeyman efforts.”

y Graham was referring to his investment in GEICO, 
which broke many of his stated investment 
principles. Yet the profits that the Graham-Newman 
Corp. derived from GEICO exceeded the 
combined profits of all their other investments over 
their entire career.

y But for GEICO, we might never have heard of Ben 
Graham



Survivorship bias

y How many other Ben Graham’s have lived 
whose outsized bet on one company 
didn’t work out?

y We’ll never know, since we never hear 
about them.



Lesson #1

y Beating the market is far more a matter 
of luck than it is of skill



Negative skill?

y Though luck plays the predominant role 
in investment performance, it doesn’t 
account for everything

y Unfortunately, the additional factor—call 
it skill—has on balance a negative impact

y Why?



Consider…

Source: UC Berkeley Professor Terrence Odean, based on trading histories of 
64,000 accounts at a discount brokerage firm 
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Another illustration that the average 
thing we do is a mistake
y Consider what would happen if we froze 

our portfolios into place on New Year’s 
Day and did nothing for the rest of the 
year.

y If our trading added value, our actual 
portfolio should have done better than 
our frozen one
◦ Consider what I found when analyzing advisers’ 

returns this way



Degree to which frozen portfolios beat 
actual portfolios (annualized average)
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Lesson #2

yOur emotions make matters 
even worse



The limits of statistics

y If skill plays only a small role in investment 
performance, we need an enormous 
amount of data over a very long period to 
determine that an adviser is truly skillful 
and not just lucky

y The corollary: Once you’ve chosen an 
adviser, it takes an enormous amount of 
data to conclude that the adviser has lost 
his/her touch.



Consider a strategy that invests in 
the highest momentum stocks
y This strategy has been one of the best 

performers back to 1926
y Yet, over the last decade it has barely 

made any money—before transaction 
costs

y Is this decade-long period of 
underperformance enough to conclude 
that momentum has stopped working?



Trailing 10-year return of highest 
momentum stocks
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Premature to give up on it!

y At the 95% confidence level, you cannot 
conclude that the data series since the 
2009 inflexion point is different than what 
came before



Extrapolating the past is tricky

y All too often, we project a strategy’s 
average return into the future, but not its 
volatility

y So even if the future is like the past, the 
strategy could produce a dramatically 
different result

y See: “Volatility Lessons,” by Fama & 
French in the current issue of the 
Financial Analysts Journal



Projecting the equity premium

y Fama and French assumed that, each 
month, the equity premium would be 
equal to what it was in a randomly-picked 
month from the last 50 years
◦ They then adjusted each monthly premium by the 

standard deviation of past premiums

y They re-ran this simulation 100,000 times, 
and calculated the proportion of negative 
outcomes



The consequences of volatility
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Lesson #3

y Patience and discipline are virtues



Risk grows with investment horizon

y The assumption behind almost all financial 
plans is that return variability diminishes as 
investment horizon expands

y But how valid is this assumption?
◦ Consider all the forces that could prevent the equity 

markets over the next 30 years from equaling their 
historical average return of 11% annualized

◦ Might the range of possible consequences of those 
other forces actually increase with time horizon?
x Of course!



Jeremy Siegel’s Stocks for the Long Run
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Climate change: Just one possible 
long-term force
y Consider first the range of possible 

economic consequences of climate 
change over the coming 12 months.
◦ The difference between the most dire scenario 

and the most benign is virtually undetectable at 
the 12-month time horizon

y Now consider the range of possible 
consequences at the 30- or 50-year time 
horizon
◦ They range from little impact to the catastrophic



Variance relative to one-year 
holding periods
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Lesson #4

y Risk is far greater than we assume 



Risk doesn’t always pay off
y Given the predominant role that luck plays 

in investment performance, it’s crucial to 
keep risk low

y That’s because high risk inevitably leads to 
losses so big that recovery becomes unlikely

y The next slide plots newsletters’ returns 
over the trailing 20 years against their risk 
levels.
◦ Notice that once risk exceeds that of the overall 

market’s, there’s a diminishing return to more risk
◦ Notice also that the trendline that best fits the data 

points is downward sloping
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Lesson #5

yKeep risk low



The limit of statistics

y A statistically superior strategy is of little 
value to you if you would be unwilling to 
follow it through thick and thin

y This psychological dimension to 
investment success is too often 
overlooked

y It points to a different approach to judging 
advisers’ performance



How many actually buy and hold?

y It is the rare investor who remains 
100% invested in equities through a 
bear market

y “The people who can truly stomach 
the volatility of a 100% stock 
portfolio are either catatonic or 
dead.”

x --Claude Erb, former fixed-income and commodities manager 
at mutual fund firm TCW Group



Ben Graham

y “The best way to measure your 
investing success is not by whether 
you’re beating the market but by 
whether you’ve put in place a 
financial plan and a behavioral 
discipline that are likely to get you 
where you want to go.”



A different standard?

y The alternative against which advisers 
ought to be compared may be doing 
nothing

y Might the market for investment advice 
be as efficient as the stock market?



Lesson #6

y Judging an adviser is more 
complicated than a matter of 
statistics alone



Corollary: Contrarian Analysis

y If…
◦ Luck plays a predominant role, and
◦ Our emotions overreact by leading us to buy when 

we should sell and sell when we should buy

y Then…
◦ On average, advisers will be wrong
◦ This is exactly what contrarian analysis believes



Our approach to analyzing 
contrarian analysis
y We track what advisers are doing, not 

what they are saying
y We do that by averaging their 

recommended exposure levels in four 
different market arenas:
◦ Broad stock market (HSNSI)
◦ NASDAQ stocks (HNNSI)
◦ Gold (HBNSI)
◦ Bonds (HBNSI)



Specifics of what I measured…

y Charts on the following overheads 
measure the markets’ return over the 
subsequent week, month, quarter, and six-
month period following…
◦ The decile of days with the highest (most 

bullish) readings
◦ The decile with the lowest (most bearish 

readings)

y Data cover 2000 to date



Stock sentiment versus the Dow
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Stock sentiment vs. the Russell 2000
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Gold sentiment versus GDX
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Gold sentiment vs. GDXJ
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Bond sentiment vs. the TNX
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Current sentiment index readings…

Bottom decile
below…

Top decile 
above…

Current 
reading

General 
stock market -3.3% 59.6% 20.5%

NASDAQ -44.4% 73.5% -38.9%

Gold -15.7% 61.5% 54.2%

Bonds -31.6% 40.0% -21.7%



How NOT to be a contrarian

y Unfortunately, contrarian analysis in many 
investors’ hands becomes an excuse for 
sloppy thinking

y Crucial to base your contrarian analysis 
on an objective measurement of 
sentiment
◦ All too easy for lazy contrarians to claim they 

“detect” a consensus that is the opposite of 
whatever position they want to take 



Lessons
y Beating the market is far more a matter of 

luck than it is of skill
y Our emotions make matters even worse
y Patience and discipline are virtues
y Risk is far greater than we assume 
y Keep risk low
y Judging an adviser is more complicated than 

a matter of statistics alone
y When you do want to make a bet, be a 

contrarian




